
CASTIGLIONE
DELLE STIVIERE
At the origin of the Red Cross, in the footsteps of Luigi 
Gonzaga.

Located in the green morainic hills, a stone’s throw from 
Garda Lake, Castiglione delle Stiviere welcomes visitors with 
the charm of its history and the appeal of its undiscovered 
territory. The majestic Basilica in the town centre is dedicated 
to San Luigi Gonzaga, the world patron saint of youth, and 
houses a relic of him, while the delightful Museo Aloisiano 
preserves his precious memory. Castiglione delle Stiviere is 
also the remembrance of a celebrated Risorgimento past: 
the Battle of Solferino and San Martino in 1859. The help 
offered indiscriminately by the women of Castiglione to all 
wounded people gave Henry Dunant the inspiration to found 
the World Organisation for the relief of peoples, which was 
to become the International Red Cross. The homonymous 
museum is an important tourist attraction and a centre for the 
dissemination of universal values. Another point of interest is 
Palazzo Menghini, home of the Modern and Contemporary 
Art Gallery, which hosts the permanent exhibition: “Sign and 
Identity of a Community. Great artists of Castiglione’s 20th 
century”. However, Castiglione is not only history, art and 
tradition. The cycling itineraries that radiate from the town 
into the surrounding nature, designed for the most diverse 
needs, range from the greenery to the lake, from the woods 
to the plains, in order to experience ever-new emotions and 
enjoy horizons and views of unpredictable beauty. From a 
naturalistic point of view, Castiglione is a true paradise. The 
wetland area of Valle, a Site of Community Interest, offers an 
immense wealth in terms of animal and plant life. In addition 
to the many animal species, there are also numerous plant 
species, including the extremely rare Viola Elatior.

ART AND CULTURE
Homeland of San Luigi Gonzaga 
and the Red Cross.

EVENTS
Great events, concerts and 
exhibitions to leave the territory

ENOGASTRONOMY
SUnique favours that tell 
the uniqueness of the tradition

NATURE
In the greenery of the Morainic Hills,
a stone’s throw from Garda Lake.

VORREI LA VEDESSI 
COME ME. OGNI 
GIORNO.

CASTIGLIONE DELLE STIVIERE: 45°23’25”N 10°29’18”E

MARTINA
TRAVEL BLOGGER

CASTIGLIONE 
DELLE STIVIERE 
LOMBARDIA. ITALIA.

THE PROJECT
NOBILI SEGNI, popular paths and palaces of power in 
Gonzagas’ lands is the title of the project financed by 
Regione Lombardia out of the “Viaggio in Lombardia” III 
Edition Call. The project involves the Cities of Mantova, as 
lead partner, Sabbioneta, San Benedetto Po and Castiglione 
delle Stiviere.

The project aims to define and enhance paths and cycle 
paths that identify Mantova as hub and crossing point for 
the discovery of the territory. The articulation of routes is 
based on the tourism potential of activatable resources, 
cultural, natural and gastronomic heritage.

From Castiglione delle Stiviere, to the north, the route 
follows the “Via Charlemagne”, the path travelled by 
Charlemagne in the year 800 from Aachen to Rome.
From Mantua, following the cycle paths, it is possible to 
reach Sabbioneta to the West and San Benedetto Po to the 
east, discovering the territory of the Gonzagas’ capitals of 
the Mantuan Oglio Po and Oltrepò.

A virtuous process of sharing and promotion that can be 
discovered with an electric trekking bike fleet, available to 
travellers and associations of the territory.



INFORMATION

Municipality of Mantova
www.comune.mantova.it

Infopoint
Piazza Mantegna 6, Mantova
+39 0376 432432
info@turismo.mantova.it

Municipality of Sabbioneta
www.comune.sabbioneta.mn.it
www.visitsabbioneta.it

Infopoint
Via Teatro Olimpico 2, Sabbioneta (MN)
+39 0375 221044
info@turismosabbioneta.org

Municipality of San Benedetto Po
www.comune.san-benedetto-po.mn.it

Infopoint
Piazza Matilde di Canossa 7,
San Benedetto Po (MN)
+39 0376 623036
info@turismosanbenedettopo.it

Municipality of Castiglione delle Stiviere
www.comune.castiglione.mn.it

Infopoint
Via Cesare Battisti 27,
Castiglione delle Stiviere (MN)
+39 0376 679305
infopoint@comune.castiglione.mn.it
turismo@comune.castiglione.mn.it

learn more on
nobilisegni.it

LEGEND

Via Charlemagne

Cycle route
Mantova / Sabbioneta
Cucle route
Mantova / San Benedetto Po

Art e Culture

Nature

Bike rental

Railway station

River dock
Boat


